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Car vandalism: a recurring campus problem
BySANDRATHORNBURGH
Slaf* WfUer
Slashed tires, broken antennas 
and scratched paint are becom­
ing a familiar sight in Cal f’oly 
parking lots as the incident of 
car vandalism continues to be a 
recurring problem on campus.
"Vandalism was on and off all 
last year." said Investigator Hay 
Herrett of the Cal Holy Hublic 
Safet\ Department Combined 
with reported thefts of parking 
'-tickers, gas caps and other car 
[lajts, illegal tam|>ering with 
campus vehicles is one ot the 
major [irobU'ms on campus, he 
added
Hast week, three incidents ot 
car vandalism were re|)orted to 
the Hublic Safety Dt'partment 
The most recent nccured last 
Thursday in the ll-lf parking lot 
by the crc'ek off Highland Drive.
" The person took a knife and 
totallv slashed my bug bra and 
cut right through the* [laint down 
to the mi'tal, said the owner ot 
the vandalized Volkswagon 
Kabbit li TI who wished to re 
mam annonvmous "1 had em 
broidered a silver rabbit on the 
bra and they cut the bunny in 
half like they had something 
against rabbits It gets me so 
riled-up to know that somt' 
deranged person is out there do­
ing these things to people's 
cars."
The victim said she didn't 
think it was anyone after her 
because she had just moved here 
and didn't know anyone. "It  
seemed like the person was more 
intent on hurting the body of the 
car because they didn't go after 
the tires or the fog-lights '
The other two incidents both 
took place in dorm parking lots 
One of the victims, who also 
wished to remain annonvmous, 
left his Volkswagon Rabbit on 
Sunday m the dorm parking lot 
off (irand Avenue and came back 
Monday to find it vandalized.
"Tlu'v scratched the whole 
length ot the driver's side, bent 
the antc'nna, broke the license 
plate frame, took the gas-cap and 
iient both the front and rear 
wind shield wipers, " the victim 
saiil "1 couldn't understand why 
anyone would want to do this to 
my car because I don t have any 
iTiemies heri'"
Both Benett and Officer Har­
dy ot the Hublic Safety Depart 
ment said dorm parking lots 
have the greatest potential for 
vandalism because ot their size 
"1 wouldn't park my car up 
there and leave it , " Berrett said 
Hardy added that there are 
just too many cars in too many
m
*-T> «
Car vandalism on campus continues to 
be a problem This Volkswagen Rabbit
was scratched last week in several places 
for no apparent reason.
lots for police officers to patrol 
and feels that increased student 
awareness of the problem could 
help
"I am sure people see these 
things happening, but don't take
the time to report them,' Hardy 
said. T a l  Holy parking lots have 
become the biggest shojiping 
center in tow n " * ^
Berrett said the problem could 
be alleviated by a student [lark
ing lot watch which he has tried 
to implement in the [last but 
lacked volunteers to run the [)ro 
gram Unless students take the 
time to report suspiciuos activi 
ties the problem of car vandalism 
will probably continue
Criticized abortion Him shown
By JULIA PRODIS
Staff WntRf
An anti-abortion club on cam­
pus which has been criticized by 
student.s for graphic posters 
depicting aborted babies, showed 
a film on Thursday of an actual 
alKirtion to a crowded University 
Union rrKim.
"The Silent Scream " was
7
shown thrv*e times in Bishops 
Lounge by the Coalition of 
American Hro-Hife University 
Students. (( ’ .A.M.H.U.S.)
'I’he film showed an ultrasound 
display of an abortion anil 
various scenes of aborted babies 
in garbage cans.
"If this is an educational in 
stiiution, whv shouldn't this be
-I
'J-t;
S'
Anti abortion posters have -sparked controversy on cam ­
pus over the past few weeks A film depicting an actual 
abortion was shown on campus Thursday to a crowded 
audience.
part of it'’ " said the president of 
the 14 member club, Brent Mur­
dock.
Bishops Lounge, which has a 
large video screen, was crowdeil 
with over 50 people, two thirds of 
whom were male studènts The 
audience was generally silent 
throughout the film which was 
narrated by Dr Bernard 
N'athanson. There were occa­
sional contorted facial exjires- 
sions from the audience as 
N'athanson descrdied the abor­
tion in (irocess: " then the bead 
ol the Ictus is removed piecemeal 
from the uterus
Murdock said ol the first time 
he saw the tilm. It cut into mv 
heart like a kmte
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' but the [ince ot u|).settmg [leo 
[lie IS worth saving the lives ot 
unborn children
Murdoi k i oni[)ared the issue ot 
abortion witli the \’ ietn,im War 
Referring to ttie visual media 
coverage ol the war, Murdoik
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By SANDY BRADLEY
Spec lai 10 the Daily
An employed adult may have 
the opportunity to obtain a 
bachelor of arts in general 
studies without becoming a 
regularly enrolled student if an 
external degree program pro 
posal is adopted.
Dr Howard M Vollmer, of the 
Extended Kducation Dejiart 
ment, is now in the process ot 
[ilanning negotiations with 
Califroma Slate Dniversitv ad 
ministration, faculty, and com 
niiiml V colleges- He said that he 
IS not sure that the [irogram will 
ever be a realitv. amount ot de 
niand, t.icultv ,ind loc.il cullej’*- 
ciilli-ge su[i[iiirt must first be 
an.ilv zeil
Ttii [irugr.iti’. -vviiulii be ide.il tm 
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lock, would provide the lower 
division requirements, ('ourses 
would 1h‘ held in San Luis Obispo 
County, Santa Barbara County 
and southern Monterey ('ounty.
.Admission standards, course 
grades, and degriH’ requirements 
would all be the same quality as 
t hose at Cal Holy.
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MBA info day Wednesday
By SUSAN EDMONDSON
.SI i i d e i i l   ^ ca n  l e a r n  ,i I loi i l  i lii 
! . l i n i n g  .1 M a s t e r  ot  B u s n i i " . -  
■ Xdmimsi  I at ion d e g r e e  at  C a l  Hu 
ly d u r i n g  M B A  I n f o r m a t i o n  D a v  
on \ \ e d n e s d a v
' Basicallv it s intorm.il I I  s a 
i ll.nice lor [leople lo come and 
meet some MB.-X students and to 
meet witfi I tie staff (hat manages 
I tie MB\ [irogram." said De,m 
Kenneth Walters of the Business 
.School.
It's ,1 dro[i I 11 deal I ts  not 
where vou go and sit down and 
gel lectured at There s a i h.ince 
lo iisk (juestions and pick up
- I  p' t m . i i m i . d  ' in I tie M B . \  [ir. .  
g r a m
I ndergraduate students ,n(er 
esied III Cal Holv s MB \ tito 
gi.irii (-an dro[i bv Room I :_’b ot 
the Business Administration and 
T'ducation Building trom ft i.m 
t o ,'i [1 111 on V\ ednesda v
VS alters said almost ev erv coT 
lege canqius has an MBA infor 
mat ion dav , liut this one w ill be a 
f i r s t  for C;il Holv 'The MBA 
[irogr.im is teally growing here 
no'w Wove doubled the size ot 
this year's i lass frorr-i what it was 
a year ago ' Walters estimated
Please see MBA. page 3
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TEACHing the right way
Cal Poly is an institute of higher learning. Some of the most in­
telligent minds are here at this university, and as students, we 
have access to invaluable information through the knowledge and 
expertise of many professors.
There is a problem, however. Many professors use their in­
telligence to baffle, rather than teach. Many professors are too 
intelligent to deal with a classroom of students. The key word 
here is students. Students are people who are learning, not people 
who already know everything about a subject.
In a class where a new concept is being taught, teachers need to 
realize that their students may not know the basics. Don’t they 
know the cardinal teaching rule — it is always best to start from 
square one?
It is very frustrating to go to class, take notes on a subject that 
only the teacher seems to understand, be quizzed on it the follow­
ing week and then get the quiz back with a low score.
Asking questions would seem to solve the problem. But, all too 
often the answers consist of some complex explanation even more 
foreign than the original question. Some professors even seem to 
get upset when students ask questions. They think the answers 
are so obvious that even a high school student could grasp the 
meaning of the subject.
In other cases professors believe so wholeheartedly in what they 
are teaching, and they get wrapped up in their lecture or teaching 
techniques to such an extent that they forget to come down to the 
level of their students to answer questions. They cannot even 
understand students’ questions because they are so “ basic.”
We are not condemning those professors who have teaching 
techniques that teach. We applaud those professors who offer set 
office hours to accommodate students who are having difficulties 
in the class, and who will sit down on a one-to-one basis and go 
over the “ basics.” Those teachers who communicate the informa­
tion to the class in an organized and interesting way also deserve 
recognition.
We also realize that upper division classes are meant to expand 
our horizons, and challenge our intellect and practicality.
But, there is no excuse for a 100-level, or introductory class, to 
be so difficult that students want nothing better than to get 
through the test and to never* have to take another class in that
ó » 4 v r
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-
department. Obviously, not every class is going to appeal to o ^ ry  
person, but every class should have some relevance for every per­
son enrolled in it.
Facts are useless unless they can be utilized. Students are here 
to learn, and they should want to learn. Professors are here to 
teach, and teaching takes more than a lecture that consists of 
useless rhetoric.
Letters
Education suffering from cold
Kdilor;
'»’esterday I attempted to visit 
an instructor during a scheduled 
office hour only to find a note 
pinned to the door which read. 
■'No office hour today There is 
no heat in the office ' For those 
who ar<‘ familiar with the known 
requests for heat in faculty of­
fices, \()u might have guessed 
that the instructor was housed m 
t he mansion known as Modoc
Heating has been an ongoing 
and unattended problem for the 
tacuity meml>«>rs located at the 
barrai k like offices Lack of heat 
IS not only unfair to the faculty 
in regards to their health and 
welfare but unfair to the stu­
dents at Cal Poly in regards to 
their education
Both the faculty members and 
students are likely to expierience 
health problems which can lead
to the cancellation absence from 
class. This cancellation affects-, 
our education. The instructor, as 
a result, would be forced to alter 
his her course plan by cramming 
in the information missed or 
deleting information at quarter 
end We »«-ould fx“ denied the 
proper education to which we are 
entitled
Furthermore, instructors and 
students use office hours as a 
time for career and academic 
guidance counseling Without of­
fice hours, students miss out on 
this instructor-student rapport 
Because my instructor, as well as 
others, could no longer bear the 
.')M degree office environment. I 
did not receive assistance on an 
assignment due before the next 
scheduled office hour
I have been to the "ice box" 
several times only to find the
heating problem has not been at­
tended to despite frequent and 
past requests. I am furious that 
Cal Poly has allowed this pro­
blem to continue for so long and 
has allowed our education to suf­
fer as a result
I urge President Fiaker to take 
immediate action on this ob­
viously forgotten and unresolved 
problem. 1 also challenge him to 
move his office into Modoc and 
attempt to conduct university 
business in the environment 
many faculty members are ex- 
pf'cted to accept and tolerate I 
also urge students concerned 
aFxiut their faculty and education 
at Cal F’oly to speak up and ad­
dress their concerns on this mat­
ter to F*resident Ffaker. After all, 
it's your faculty and your educa­
tion.
B. Cruz
Anti-abortion posters are 
offensive, unnecessary i
Editor:
1 don't care if the anti-aFxirtion 
posters are factual or not, they
are simply in poor taste. If I 
wanted to show the facts alxtut
incest do 1 have a right to post 
pictures df a father raping his
six-year-old daughter? I think 
the law would say not. If I
wanted to show the facts about a 
murder case do I have a right to
expose people to gr is ly  
photograpFis of the act?
Certain things are illegal to 
post, air on TV, or say over the 
radio Fjecuase they offend the
majority of the public (A M ) 
THERFiFOKE TAKE  AWAY 
TFFEFR RI(JFITS).
My argument is that the 
posting of this material takes
away the rights of more people 
(i.e. by making them sick) than
the toning down of this material 
would restrict C..AM.1M S 
rights.
I only ask that C..\.M P I b 
abides F)v this and stops trying
to offend. If the facts are reall> 
on your side, then you don t need
to use scare tactics. The facts 
will speak for themselves.
Elizabeth Tucker. 
Senator, Science and Math
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Cal Poly RQTC wins first meet
By T. WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly ROTC Ranger 
Challenge Team won their first 
meet Saturday against UC Santa 
Barbara and Fresno State Uni­
versity.
The Fightin’ Mustangs hosted 
the Surfriders from UC Santa 
Barbara at Cdmp San Luis 
Obispo, in their first in­
ter-collegiate meet. Fresno State 
University was scheduled to, 
enter a team in the meet, but. 
failed to show up. --------
Major Mike Robinson, enroll­
ment officer for the ROTC, isn't 
sure how their absence will be 
handled but said, "A s  far as 
w e ’ re concerned, th e y ’ve 
forfeited.”
Captain Henry Bryan, ROTC 
operations officer, said the 
cadets get psyched up to do well. 
“ They get hyped just like a 
football team would,”  he said. In 
fact, the Mustang cadets all got
“ high and tight” hair cuts before 
the meet, which means that they 
shaved all but the top of their 
heads. They wore blue berets in
order to distinguish them from 
the Surfriders, who wore “ tone- 
down” or camouflage paint on 
their faces for the same reason.
A member of Cal Poly’s Fightin’ Mustangs participates in 
marksmanship during the Ranger Challenge rheet.
ABORTION
From page 1
said, " I f  the American public 
never saw tKe horrors of Viet­
nam, we might still be in Viet­
nam. Showing these pictures 'of 
abortions is just presenting the 
facts.”
In last week's senate meeting, 
the senators also discussed the 
name of the club. Some said the 
name “ C.A.M.P.U.S. " implied 
that it held the view of the entire 
campus. Murdock disagreed say­
in g  th a t  a ll l i t e r a tu r e  
disseminated has the acronym as 
well as the spelled out name of
the club.
Murdock. 26, a graduate stu­
dent studying international 
development, also compared the 
German Holocaust to abortion. 
“ The Jews could at least run 
away. The fetuses are totally 
captive.”
“ I gradually came to the con­
clusion that abortion is dooming 
our culture.”  he said.
When asked his view or that of 
the clubs’ on the recent rash of 
bombing of abortion clinics. 
Murdock had no comment.
Murdock hopes that his club, 
and other anti-abortion groups
will persuade enough people, and 
the government, to overturn the 
1973, Roe v. Wade case, which 
gave women the right to have 
abortions. “ If you want things 
changed, you must act on your 
convictions," he said.
“ People want to stereotype 
anti-abortion groups as right- 
wing Reaganite^. That’s just not 
true,” said Murdock."
C.A.M.P.U.S. has been an ASI 
coded group since September and 
considers itself anti-euthanasia, 
anti-suicide, anti-human ex­
perimentation and anti-infan­
ticide.
DEGREE
From page 1
Vollmer said he believes that 
not only would community 
adults benefit, but it would also 
give the faculty the chance to 
gain extra income and to come 
into contact with a variety of in­
dividuals. The ^community ser-
vice imag| fo the campus would 
be enhanced and direct revenue 
to Cal Poly may open further 
opportunities for cash •'or equip­
ment donations oar the campus.
The program is financially 
self-supporting and would always^ 
be expected to remain an exter- 
,nal degree program ,, a d ­
ministered through Extended
Education rather than tharough 
the regular campus curriculum. 
However, Vollmer said, it would 
meet' an important need in the 
Cal Poly Extension Service Area, 
Central Coastal Counties and 
might provide a desirable alter­
native to a general studies 
degree or undeclared major on 
campus.
MBA
From page 1
that about 25 MBA students 
graduated last year.
“ Most of the people in the 
M B A  program  are from 
everything from engineering to 
math to sociology.” Walters said. 
"There are people with a lot of
different backgrounds and they 
all come in and study manage­
ment and go on from there.”
The majority of the students in 
the MBA program have an 
undergrduate degree in some­
thing other than business. About 
two-thirds of the students did 
not get their first degree at Cal 
Polv
Cal Poly’s MBA prograrh 
places a strong emphasis on 
math, marketing, accounting and 
finance. Walters said that an 
MBA would benefit students 
from most almost any major. 
“ Would you rather be making 
hamburger’s at McDonald’s or 
telling other people how to do it? 
It really comes down to that.”
Valentine’s Day Benefit Dance 
for the ^
Y M .C .A .  -  .:
PLACE • P ott Inrr —  "
DATE Eehruarv 14, l'i85 
TIME ■ 8:00 - ’
BAND The PATTERSON’S 
'T%
Help keep the Y M.C.A. a nice place to «o!
thv
OLDE PO RT INN
I'VmwTh'J tn.l Ttoduceil K  Miie » t  *p» -it uuphu»
^  - •  .4  . „ „ . o i l
F e » ,
the ^
GOLD CONCEPT
Downtown San Luis Obispo in the Network Mall 
and our new studio at 970 Chorro
Psg* 4
.Campus.
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CoOp: invaluable opportunity for experience
By LEANNE ALBERTA
Staff Writer
Steve Krauss can't hide his en­
thusiasm for the Cooperative 
Education Program.
Krauss has befen a Cooperative 
Education Coordinator since 
August 1984. As a coordinator 
he próvidos career counseling 
and emotional support for stu­
dents considering Cooperative 
Education (CoOp).
"Basically I meet with stu­
dents and direct them toward tbe 
right companies," Krauss said.
“ Over 500 employers have 
constant contact with us," 
Krauss continued. “ The students 
get two things out qf this con­
tact. First of all. they benefit 
from the constant communica­
tion we have with companies and 
secondly we can give students 
certain guidelines that companies 
provide for hiring purposes.”
Krauss stressed that CoOp is a 
safe way for students to attain 
job experience and he regretted 
not going through CoOp himself 
when he was a Cal Poly student.
“ Sometimes in a university 
environment we are in ivory 
towers and shelter ourselves,” 
Krauss continued. “ We're aca­
demic, but education needs to be 
about business and work in in­
dustry. That's why I feel Cal Po­
ly is’ a great university — we 
stress the learn-by-doing ap­
proach to education."
“ I wish 1 had gone through
CoOp and 1 wish som^ne would 
have sat me down and asked me 
exactly what I wanted to do with 
my major," Krauss said em­
phatically. “ I started in biolog> . 
Jhen I went to the Math 
Department, but 1 eventually got 
a degree in English,!'
Krauss went on to receive his 
teaching credential, but quickly 
grew disillusioned. “ Teaching 
was great because 1, wanted to 
work with students, but for 600 
bucks a month it was crazy," 
Krauss exclaimed.
Krauss said that over 1,800 
students participate in CoOp 
every , year. Approximately 65 
percent of these students are of­
fered jobs in the companies 
where they served their CoOp 
term and another 10 to 15 per­
cent are offered jobs and don't 
accept.
“ CoOp allows students time to 
find out what they don't want to 
do and maybe that's its most 
important function,”  Krauss 
said. “ I f  a student goes on CoOp 
it will usually take him an extra 
year to graduate, but in CoOp 
the average monthly salary is 
$1,600. If you worked for a year 
you could make about $10,000. 
That’s enough to pay for the rest 
of your college education."
“ Students who have a lot of 
work experience might not 
benefit as much from CoOp,” 
said Jim Donnell, another CoOp 
coordinator and the man Krauss 
calls “ partner” . “ But a lot of
Coastal Pools
has plants o f all varieties 
for Valentines.
-AZALEAS
-TULIPS
-DAFFODILS
-ORCHIDS
-BEGONIAS
-VIOLETS
-A GREAT ASSORTMENT OF 
GREEN PLANTS 
-GIFT ITEMS 
-AND A LARpE ARRAY 
OF SILK FLOWERS
Coastal Pool Center
265 Pacific SLO 
543-9808
CLARK’S EXXON
APinouncES
FREE LUBE & SAFETY 
CHECK
WITH PURCHASE OF 
OIL AMD FILTER CHAHQE 
Also-
Complete Brake Job Disc o r
V
Drum for- $99.95
inCLUDES . '
-Turning drums and rotors ; 
-rebuilding wheel cy linder,
-matalic pads extra 
-most cars done 
CLARK'S EXXON
656 5a n ta Rosa 5 4 3 .1 7 1 7
students simply don’t have ex­
perience and we've found that 
when a company hires a CoOp 
student, that student gets pro­
moted much faster. "
Despite CoOp's success there 
are still ways in which Krauss ' 
would like to improve the 
organization.
“ I'd like to find a way to com­
bine CoOp with senior projects or 
make CoOp take the place of 
senior ' p ro jects ," explained 
Krauss. “ I think this would add 
validity and make senior projects 
more than just academic exer­
cises. It would make senior pro­
jects something students look
ministration has vetoed this idea.
“ I'iLalsb like to .see the ad­
ministration endorse sabbaticals 
for faculty members. " Krauss 
continued. “ If faculty could have
their own CoOps in industry they 
, could bring updated knowledge 
back to the students. It would 
almost be as good as students | 
going on CoOp themselves.
“Sometimes in a 
university environ­
ment we are in ivory 
towers and sheiter 
ourseives...Education 
needs to be,about 
business and work in 
industry^'
A
forward to.”
Krauss said that CoOp stu­
dents must write lengthy reports 
that detail their CoOp experi­
ences. He believes that some of 
these reports are extensive 
enough to substitute for senior 
projects, but so far the ad-
Steve Krauss
TERESA NQ/Mufttang Daily
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College may get big payoff with horse
JACKSON, Miss. (A P ) -  
When a dark filly  named 
Tougaloo takes to the track in 
France this spring, Tougaloo 
College hopes to pick up a much 
needed extra payoff. The school 
has been promised 10 percent of 
her winnings.
“ W e’re hoping she does well,”  
said John Williams, director of 
development at the paint-chipped 
school in north Jackson.
The horse's owner, Landon 
Knight of Akron, Ohio, said he 
became interested in Tougaloo 
College after finding out his fa­
ther and grandfather had made 
donations to the private, liberal 
arts school.
Knight’s family has been 
donating to the college for about
50 years, Williams said.
“ They've been modest about 
it,” Williams said, “ and in the 
past few years, creative.”
“ It's a very good place to 
donate," Knight said, although 
he has never seen the campus. 
“ If I had more money. I ’d cer­
tainly give more money.”
The school is winding up a 
fund-raising campaign, Williams 
said, and its share of Tougaloo's 
earnings will help update facili­
ties at the small, isolated, 
predominantly black school.
To help both Tougaloos’ 
chances, the horse has been 
shipped to France for training. 
“ I t ’s where the best horses 
race,”  Knight said.
Horses usually begin racing
Test yours^.
Which early pregnancy test is as 
easy to read as red, no-white, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change 
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate 
as many hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience 
' and privacy?
i s n id  B io 8  n o A  
• m S j j  a j .n o A
late in their second year, but 
Tougaloo will probably begin a 
little early, Knight .said.
“ The trainer sdys she is com­
ing along,”  he said, and the horse 
will start racing at Chantilly this 
spring.
Tougaloo’s trainer, Claude 
Beniada, is fairly new to the 
field, but “ the horse showed it 
could run while it was on the 
farm in Ohio,”  Knight said.
Tougaloo will be raced in 
France through her third year, 
then brought back to the United 
States for races wherever there is 
a good grass course.
“ I f  she's a success in France, 
she could have a leg up on horses 
that have been running on dirt 
here,”  Knight said.
Horse racing is illegal in 
Mississippi, although lawmakers 
are debating a bill that would 
permit two tracks in the state.
But even if Tougaloo doesn't 
get to race in Mississippi. 
Williams said school officials will 
see her run someplace.
Photo ID
Photo l.D. cards will be avail 
able for student pickup in the 
UU Plaza Monday and Tuesday. 
Feb. 11 & 12. from 1:30 to 4:30 
p.m.
For the remainder of the 
quarter after the above dates, the 
l.D. cards may be picked up in 
the Dean of Students Office, 
Adm inistration Room 209 
Hours are Monday thru Friday 
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
A t the time of pickup, students 
will be asked to relinquich their 
temporary l.D. cards.
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Orchesis show has 
the beat of success
By WENDY WALTERS- 
BURGENER
Staff w riter
Another successful hljow ac- 
complishedi Orchesis’ "Portfolio 
’85” opmpleted its three eight 
dance concert Saturday, with 
performers receiving a standing 
ovation and flowers.
Celebrating 15 years of Or­
chesis, “ Portfo lio  ’85 " ex­
emplified a new era of dance, 
choreography and education.
Although a few acts left ’ 
viewers muttering under their 
breaths in confusion, the au­
dience generally seemed to res- 
p>ond to this "new era" of dance 
performance favorably with en­
thusiasm and support. Some 
shouted their support, "That’s 
the way!” "Show ’em how to do 
it ! ’ ' Others gasped in surprise at 
the unique variations of lighting, 
color, costumes and dance 
moves.
Injected with a touch of 
humor, "Portfolio '85" presented
It’S a SLO World
"Danse Audacieuse,”  a saccharin 
ballet performance which caught- 
the audience off-guard when a 
carpenter walked on stage, com­
plete with his own work bench 
and table saw, and began sawing 
away as the ballerina continued 
her dance. The dance completed, 
the carpenter then put away his 
things and came back and carried 
o ff the doll-like girl as if she was 
part of his work. The reaction 
from the crowd was loud 
laughter, and there was a sigh of 
relief when it was apparent the 
joke was on them.
Judith Gray, director of the 
dance concert, said the feedback 
Orchesis received indicated 
“ tremendous success” in all 
areas o f the performance, 
especially for the choreography 
and variety presented.
Although Gray will not be 
directing next year ’s pres­
entation, she will be directing the 
one after that and plans to in­
corporate more special effects, 
she said.
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Stephanie Varco, left, Sanford Smith, 
center, and Sheila Pesut tap to “Le Jazz
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Poly Custodian treks to Everest base camp
By KRISTIN RONCARATI
SUM W riter '
A  Cal Poly custodial worker 
earned the nickname o f ‘ ‘Papa 
Yeti”  over Christmas break when 
he went to the Khumba region of 
the two central Asian countries 
of Nepal and Tibet.
Thomas Shevlin, a 58-year-old 
custodial worker, said it was his 
intense enjoyment of being in the 
outdoors ^hat lured him to trek 
19,000 feet in elevation to the 
base camp of the world s highest 
peak, Mt. Everest.
people,”  Shevlin said. v 
“ Papa Yeti,”  became Shevlin’s 
nickname during his stay in the 
Himalayas. He said he acquired 
the name when a Sherpa — a 
native to the area — came up to 
him, pulled on his white beard, 
(which he grew specifically for 
the trip) and called out the name. 
Shevlin said the name translates 
in to  E n g lis h  as “ Papa 
Snowman.” The natives chose 
the nickname because bearded 
people are a rare sight to them, 
Shevlin said.
He completed the hike not to 
prove an^^hing to anyone but 
rather to associate with the 
culture of the native peoples of 
the Khumba region. “ 1 really 
wanted to get down with the
Shevlin left for the journey to 
Nepal on Nov. 21 and returned 
home a month later. The trip was 
organized through a moun­
taineering organization which 
sponsors three yearly trips to the
Mt. Everest base camp. There 
were seven other members in ad­
dition to Shevlin on the trip. 
However, the trip was marred by 
tragedy — one member died as a 
result of altitude sickness. In 
addition, only five of the eight 
trip members made it all the way 
to the base camp.
The initial destination of the 
group was the capital of Nepal, 
Kathmandu. Shevlin said enter- 
'ing the city was a culture shock 
for him because he felt the people 
hadv little understanding of hot 
~~Bn d T » ld watei and persoiigl 
cleanliness. A  common sight in 
the streets of Kathmandu are 
bicycles and carts pulled by 
Yaks, a j long-haired ox common 
to Tibet and central Asia.
From Kathmandu the group 
flew to the nanrow airstrip 
located in the small village of 
-Lukla, elevation 8,*00: Shaulin 
said that the 45 minute flight 
was very dangerous because the 
airstrip is small and located on a 
cliff. Flying to Everest rather 
than walking saved the group ten 
days. However, Shevlin said he 
would rather walk next time.
Before arriving at the group's 
final destination, the báse camp 
of Mt. Everest at 19,000 feet, the 
group hiked to a number of check 
■potntB— comprised— of vUlagesr, 
medical facilities, schools and 
monasteries.
Shevlin said that the sight of 
Mt. Everest from the base camp 
was a very spiritual one for him.
“ I ’ve never seen anything like 
it ,”  Shevlin said. Members of the 
group had varying reactions to 
the sight. Shevlin said some 
cried, while others became 
reclusive and silent. The size of 
Everest, (the peak stands 29,000 
feet high) was referred to by 
Shevlin as being “ massive.” He 
said that Everest stands about 
three times as high as the Mat­
terhorn in Switzerland.
There were a number of health 
problems resulting frorh the high 
altitude and intense ultraviolet
•»'i
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Cal Poly custodian Thomas Shevlin a$ he hikes to the Mt. Everest base camp in the Himalaya Mountains of Nepal and 
Tibet.
rhea and blistering. Shevlin said 
that they would get “ unmerciful { 
burns from the ultraviolet rays." 
Blisters would occur from the 
lack ‘o f  oxygen at the high 
altitude but said his beard of­
fered some degree of protection 
from the ultraviolet rays.
Because there were no doctors 
with the group, Shevlin said if an 
emergency were to arise, an in 
jured person would have to be 
“ pigg>'backed" down to the 
nearest medical facility which 
may be three to four days away.
Weather conditions during the 
trip were “ perfect . . .  we were 
blessed with good weather,” 
Shevlin said. Temperatures 
would range from a low of eight 
degrees below zero at night, to a 
high of about 50 .degrees. "You 
are really playing with nature up 
there.”
Shevlin suggested that a per 
son not consider taking a trip 
such as his unless the person is 
in “ tip top physical condition.” 
The person should also lie an ex­
perienced hiker, because the 
trails are very steep and narrow.
Shevlin trained for the trip by 
bicycling, swimming 10-15 miles 
a day, and by walking around 
campus as part of his custodial 
job. The trip to the base camp is 
considered by Shevlin to be "the 
ultimate for a person interested 
in hiking.”
Shevlin’s love of the outdoors, 
and for his wife of 33 years, 
began when he hiked down the 
Grand Canyon. It was there that 
Shevlin and his wife were mar­
ried and lived for two years. He 
has also hiked Mt. Whitnev in
MBA INFORMATION DAY
DATE: February 13,1985 
TIME:9a.m.-3 p.m.
LOCATION: BA&E BUILDING (02), ROOM 120
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Today college graduates face an increasingly complex business environment You need 
up-to-date management techniques, advanced research findings, practical applications, 
and polished personnel skills.
A Master of Business Administration degree is a valuable qualification, wherever ac­
quired But the experience of taking your MBA at Cal Poly is something special Professors 
in the Cal Poly MBA Program combine the latest management theories with real-world 
cases and problems.
f
You w ill work with other students from many different undergraduate mators Jhe pro­
gram workload is heavy but you w ill be one, in a class of highly motivated people destined 
to succeed both academically and professionally
If you have a high potential, stamina and openness of mind to learn more about this 
special program, come to MBA INFORMATION DAY Meet MBA students and faculty
Go higher and get there faster with a Cal Poly MBA.
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The view of the Himalaya Mountains from the approach to the Mt. Everest- base camp.
the Sierra Nevada and would 
someday like to hike Mt. 
M cK in ley  in A laska and 
Kilimanjaro in Tanzania. “ 1 hope 
and pray that 1 will make other 
journeys. However they won’t be 
as beneficial as Everest," Shevlin 
said.
Shevlin has lived in San Luis 
Obispo for the past 20 years, and
said that he loves the area. He 
has three daughters, ages 27, 29 
and 31. Before coming to Cal Po­
ly to work as a custodian, he was 
a member of the San Luis Obispo 
business community working 
witlv Crocker Bank. He played 
football for the University of 
Kentucky, because ‘ ‘ I was one of 
those boys who went from the
East to the West during Worl 
War II . . .  I was a roaming G l,” 
Shevlin said.
Shevlin said the Everest trip 
was "spiritual and very personal 
. . . the trip will always be very 
dear to me. I am grateful to have 
gone and very lucky to have 
gone.”
T
Former Poly graduate student 
finds satisfaction as play write
By KEVIN CANNON
Staff Wnt«r
A former Cal Poly graduate 
student has been selected out of 
a group of 7,000 as one of five 
winners o f the prestigious 
Dramatists/CBS Playwriting 
Contest.
Tom Strelich, who was a com­
puter science graduate student in 
1980, will receive $5,000 and 
have his play “ Neon Psalms," 
produced by the Magic Theatre 
in San Francisco. The other 
prize-winning plays will be pro­
duced at theaters throughout the 
United States.
Professor of Theater, Michael 
Malkim, said that Strelich is 
"extremely hard working and 
eminently sane,”  which, accor­
ding to Malkim, is having the 
guts to be insane.
Strelich was born and rasied in 
Bakersfield and received his 
Bachleor's degree from Cal State 
Bakersfield. He has been writing 
plays for seven years and in 1982 
the Cal Poly Theatre presented 
the premiere of his third play, 
"Embarcadero Fugue,”  which 
went on to subsequent produc­
tion and acclaim in Los Angeles 
and Dallas.
Strelich tries to blend humor 
into his plays, and "Neon 
Psalms”  is no exception. StreUch 
feels that his purpose in writing 
is to make people laugh. “ But 
that isn't enough for most (peo­
ple,”  he said. "So I try to weave 
laughter around characters that 
we care about, dislike, identify 
with and all that. In short, I try 
to write a play that I ’d like to go 
see.”
S t r e l ic h  has a v a r ie d  
backround. He was born on an 
Air Force base and has attended 
several colleges. He majored in 
Biology, writes plays and is 
presently working in the com­
puter science field in Santa Bar­
bara. Malkim feels that "this is 
what makes him such a special 
person.” He also said that 
Strelich “ manages to pluck little 
things out of this insane world 
and make it funny.”  Strelich 
said, however, that you can’t rely 
on your experiences alone. “ I 
have a good memory, and for 
stories I see the funny aspects of 
things.”
Acting is another of Strelich's 
interests, and prompted him to 
begin writing plays. He would 
chaqge his lines during acting
jobs and get the directors upset. 
Finally one director told him that 
if he thought he could do a better 
job, he should write his own play.
Strelich took him literally and 
wrote, directed, designed and 
produced his own play. He con­
siders himself lucky for the 
"freedom to do that at Cal Poly.” 
He said that " i f  I was at another 
school with a large theater 
department I wouldn’t have had 
a chance to present my work.” 
Naturalistic plays about his 
home, with underlying meanings 
or symbolism are Strelich's 
favorite topics. He hopes to one 
day make his living ^ le ly  from 
playwriting. However, he said, 
“ It doesn’t pay enough,”  and 
that he just does it “ for the sheer- 
enjoyment of it.”
He is delighted to be one of the 
five winners and has been pleas­
ed with the interpretations of the 
directors and designers. He is 
open-minded to ideas others may 
have about his plays.
'•  The five theaters producing the 
prize winners will also be judged, 
and if Sterlich’s play wins a se- 
ebnd time, it will be back at the 
Magic Theatre sometime late in 
the year for a second run.
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Airline offers smokers free flights out 
of state if they throw away cigarettes
Ranetta hears testimony 
on immigration poiicies
SAN JOSE(AP) — An airline 
that caters to non-smokers of­
fered heavy smokers freo flights 
out of California on Monday on 
the condition they throw away 
two pack? of cigarettes before 
boarding.
San Jose was the first place 
that Muse Air tried out its new 
promotion, although the program 
is expected to go on to the 10 
other cities served by the 4- 
year-old airline. Founded by M. 
Lamar Muse, Muse Air is the 
nation’s only major non-smoking 
airline.
“ We have from time to time 
gotten comments from people 
who smoke and say they can’t 
use our airline,’ ’ said Scott 
Hamilton, Muse’s director of 
corporate affairs, "W e ’re-basical- 
ly using this pi^omotion to get 
people who smoke to try our 
airline.’ ’
The two flights that leave San 
Jose each day fly about an hour 
to Las Vegas, which regularly
costs $75 each way, and then on 
for about another two hours to 
Houston, a flight costing $170 
one-way, Hamilton said.
“ People go to a theater for a 
couple o f hours and don’t 
smoke,”  said Hamilton, “ W e’d 
just like to get them on.board 
and fly us.”
The first flight left San Jose at 
7 a.m. and only about six, 
bleary-eyed smokers took advan­
tage of Muse’s offer on thfe 155- 
passenger -DC-9. But ■- then 
Hamilton, said he didn’t expect 
too many people at that hour.
“ We have plenty of seats out 
of San Jose, particularly at that 
hour,”  Hamilton said. So even 
though thè promotion is strictly 
on a standby arrangement, 
passengers shouldn’t have a 
problem getting on a plane, he 
said.
Although,there’s no smoking 
allowed, Hamilton said Muse 
planes offer leather seats, free 
drinks during the week and more
legroom than its Competitors.
San Jose area smokers have 
until Feb. 17 to toss out two 
packs and get aboard a Muse 
plane. A fter that the promotion 
moves to another city Muse 
serves, although Hamilton isn’t 
saying which, and the rotation 
will continue until April 7 when 
the promotion ends in Dallas.
Participants must sign a 
pledge saying they smoke at 
least two packs a day, and pro­
mising not to light up during 
their flight. But what keeps 
non-smokers from signing up?
“ Even if they don’t smoke cig­
arettes and want to give us two 
packs, we’ll be happy to let them 
sample our service,”  Hamilton 
said.
Muse also serves Las Vegas, 
Nev.; Houston, Dallas, Austin, 
Brownsville<Midland-Odessa and , 
McAllen, Texas; Tulsa, Okla.; 
New Orleans, La.; and Los 
Angeles.
W ATSO N VILLE  (AP) -  Five 
hours of testimony on alleged 
abuses during immigration raids 
in Santa Cruz County led Rep. 
Leon Panetta to conclude “ no 
one, but no one, can justify the 
existing situation.”
The testimony came at a hear­
ing set up by Panetta and county 
supervisors who have received 
numerous complaints that the 
federal Immigration and Natu­
ralization Service has harassed 
residents, entered homes illegally 
and even raided soup kitchen 
lines.
Saturday’s hearing also in­
cluded comments from INS of­
ficials, ibcluding associated 
regional commissioner Robert M. 
Moschorak. He said the agency’s 
prime concern is “ freeing up jobs 
for U.S. citizens.”
According to Moschorak, the 
five-person bureau in Salinas 
covers four Central California 
counties, including Santa Cruz, 
and spends most of its time go­
ing after “ notorious employers”
who hire undocumented aliens.
Spanish-speaking people call in 
90 percent of the tips on illegal 
aliens received by the Salinas of­
fice, which last year sent 5,100j 
aliens back to Mexico, he said.
A  number of speakers com­
plained about the methods 
employed by INS agents. Marie 
Chavez she was detained by 
agents because she left her green 
card — an INS work permit — at 
home. She said agents tried to 
tell her she wasn’t the person 
pictured on the card when she fi­
nally showed it to them.
“ They were berating me ahd 
insulting me ... I was made to 
feel like a criminal and my only 
crime is that I ’m a Mexican and 
I work in the fields,’ ’ she said. 
“ We have the right to be treated 
as human beings and not like 
animals.”
Javier Martinez said he and his 
brother were handcuffed by an 
INS agent as they emerged from 
their home in the city ’s Beach 
Flats area last November
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When the right talents and the right resources come together the 
result can be a legend in the making Now two landmark companies 
Chevron and Gulf are loimng forces to become one of the world s 
strongest and most efficient energy producers
When complete the merger wiH be the largest in the history ot American business 
It will create the kind of team most managers can only dream about and a 
whole new lineup of importunities lor CMftiltr PraftnlMli.
In the applications area we support the functional aspects Of the company 
including linance logistics marketing and refining In the operations area 
we support several large data centers state-of-the-art systems software aOd a 
vast data communications network Our computer professionals come from many 
fields of expertise including computer science business administration and 
engineering Each contributes special insight or talent for organitation 
t communication and problem solving
Join us as we |0in forces Chevron Corporation Professional Employment Office 
PO Box 7137 San Francisco California 94t20-7t37
An equal opportunity employer
Chevron Recruiters 
Will Visit This Campus 
February 26-27
...Tin Future Is 
Yours To Creste.
Chevron
Ì
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Poly wrestlers excel In 21-team tournament
ÌTwo^grab title, ■■ 
\three winsecond
LA M IR AD A  — Two Mustang 
I wrestlers were crowned tourna- 
Iment champions and three others 
Igrabbed second here last 
I weekend, pacing Cal Poly to a 
third place finish in the Biola 
I Invitational.
Besides the five wrestlers in 
Ithe first two places,, the 
Mustangs had a fifth place 
finisher in the 21-team tourna­
ment, finishing behind Arizona 
State and Fresno State in the 
I tournament.
The Mustangs, at 8-11 in dual 
I meets, have struggled this year 
because they are missing 
wrestler in two weight classes; 
126 pounds and heaveyweight, 
said head coach Vaughan H it­
chcock. Dropping two weight 
divisions they must start e^ch 
I dual meet by giving up 12 points.
The team, however, has strong 
wrestlers, so it does well in tour­
nament, he said. “ The stronger 
the tournamnet, the better the 
team does.”
Three Poly wrestler will pro­
bably be in the top eight in the 
country when this week's poll is 
announced, said Hitchcock, with 
the possibilty of four grabbing 
the high ranking.
Dan Romero grabbed first at 
167 pounds and Mark Tracey 
was first at 190 during the Biola 
Tournament, both winning four 
straight matches on way to the 
title.
Cesar Escudero (134 pounds). 
Roger Sayles (177) and Jordan 
Cunning (150) were second, with 
Ernie Romero grabbing fifth at 
126 pounds.
Cunning was the only wrestler 
to give winner Eddie Urbano 
from Arizona State a tough 
match, said Hitchcock.
“ I'm very pleased with Jordan 
(Cunning).”
*<
The men have had a disappointing'year in dual meets, scoring high in tournaments.
Cunning was up 5-0, but 
couldn’t hold the high-rated Ur­
bane back, losing 13-7.
Poly tallied 103 and one- 
quarter points for Ohe meet, 
followed by Cal State Bakersfield 
196 1/2) in fourth and Stanford 
(56) in fifth. Arizona State was
way out in froh with 158 1/4, 
with Fresno State second with 
137.
Both Tracey and Romero won 
two bouts on,technical falls to 
reach the semi-finals, taking 
their last two matches on deci­
sions.
TV replays seem to work
Escudero and Cunnii^ both 
lost decisions in the finids, with 
Sayles forced to give up a shot at 
the title because of an injury.
Romero garbbed fifth after 
receiving a first round bye, 
dropping into the consolation
CONNIE AO AM SM uttang Daily
bracket after an overtime loss.
He took three of his next h ir 
bouts to finish fifth.
Tracey, Sayles, Escudero and 
Romero are the four wrestlers’ 
that could grab one of the na­
tion's top-eight, said Hitchcor)<
NEW YORK (AP) -  The United 
States Football I.«ague said 
Monday it may go ahead with 
the use of taped replays to decide 
controversial calls even if the 
networks that televise the league 
officially won’t participate in the 
project.
USFL spokesman Jim Byrne 
said that the league, which ex-
perimented with replays during 
Saturday night’s New Jersey 
Generals-Tampa Bay Bandits 
game, will do it again at this 
Saturday’s game between 
Houston and Birmingham 
despite objections Sunday from 
ABC and ESPN, the two net­
works that carry USFL games.
" I  “think it will go in for the
regular season if it works at a 
second test.”  Byrne said.
Under-the plan used Saturday 
night, coaches were allowed one 
challenge in each half on calls in­
volving fumbles, a receiver’s 
possessions on out-of-bounds 
.plays and on whether a receiver 
has crossed the goal line — but 
not on penalties.
The only challenge came in ilir 
second half, when New Jers* 
Coach Walt Michaels appeal»-i! 
an official's decision that th> 
Generals' Danny Knight had 
fumbled before he hit the ground. 
USFL Supervisor of Officials Cal 
Lepore, stationed in the pn-vs 
box. reviewed the tape and 
upheld the officials.
SANUIS086PQ CAUKMNU
Feb. 12-14
THE GOOD FIGHT
The
Abraham Lincoln Brigade 
in the
Spanish Civil War
7:00 & 9:00
THE HAIR DEN
Men's and Women's Haircuts
Haircuts
$6.00
543-7871
779 Foothill Blvd.
Perm 
Special
$25.00
543-1290
Walk-ins W elcom ef
>
G R E E N  BROS.^coc>o cicifciMC FEBRUARY
CLEARANCE!! 
1/2 PRICE
>
/• /
lOto m
Om
r—
Overnight
Camerawork:
or* MOST CAMERA PROJECTS AT ~
• LOW MINIMUM CHARGE 
• PMTs • REVERSES 
FILM POSITIVES • HALFTONES
Tintype Graphic Arts 
* 2226 Beebee Street
NEAR GREYHOUND and NEXT DOOR TO POOR RICHARD'S PRESS
544-9789
¡S P E C IA L  G R O U P S  OF:
I * Sweaters
I * Pants
I * Dress,Shirts
I * Sport Shirts
i  Special C.rmip •. • .
I  ^  ^  * Knit Shirts
I tx„a 1°^ ^ ®  * Sweater V^t
I * Levi Premiere Boot Cut Cords 
I * F ancy Neckties ‘
I * Long Sleeve Sport Shirts
i  —Ni> Hxt hanges or Kcluntis on Sale I terns—
1 —Sale Limited to Stock on Hand—
G R E E N  BROS.-j
KNOWN FOR GOOD CLC1KINC
i S95 Higuera Si. 543-0988 ,\11 Sales Final |
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New name doesn’t change Decker’s luck
Severe leg cramp keeps her out
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J. 
(AP) — Mary Slaney haa changed 
her name, but her luck remains 
bad.
Slaney, who was Mary Decker 
until marrying British discus 
thrower Richard Slaney Jan. 1, 
added another chapter to her in- 
jury-plagued running career 
Saturday night. She limped off 
the track in tears with just over 
two laps remaining in the 
women’s 1,500-meter race in the 
Vitalis-U.S. Olympic Invitational 
at the Meadowlands Arena.
A t first, her injury was be­
lieved to be a severe cramp in the 
right calf. ’
But Sunday, her coach, Dick 
Brown, said the injury might be 
more serious.
‘T think the cramp probably 
caused some torn tissue,”  he 
said. “ We will probably know in 
two or three days.”
The extent o f the damage will 
be determined after Slaney 
returns to her home in Eugene, 
Ore., and is examined by Dr. 
Stan James.
Slaney said the pain was so 
severe Sunday that she could not
"put any pressure” on the foot.
" I t  (the pain) is right in the 
belly of the muscle,”  she added. 
‘T ’ve never had a tear like this.
“ I don’t know whether it ’s torn 
or pulled or what. I t ’s a little 
bruised and swollen.”
Slaney first felt the pain as she 
approached the backstretch. "On 
the turn, it got worse, and then I 
had to stop,”  she said.
Owner of the world indoor best 
of 4 minutes, eight-tenths of ^ 
second, she was on her way to 
breaking the four-minute barrier.
O ff Slaney’s training sessions 
r^ently in San Diego, Brown 
had projected her time for the 
1,500 as 3:59.3.
"She was even about a second 
ahead of that pace,”  Brown said,^ 
recalling having watched Slaney 
zip around the fast 10-laps-to- 
the-mile track and open a com­
manding lead over runner-up 
Diana Richburg.
"She was ... looking forward to 
having a big kick,”  he continued. 
"She’s so frustrated, because she 
was so fit.’ ;
While Slaney was nursing her 
injiu’y, other competitors were
regaling in their victories:
Ruth Wysocki, an upset winner 
over Slaney in the 1,500 at last 
year’s U.S.j (Mympjic Trials, 
overcame Olympic champion 
Maricica Puica of Romania in the 
women’s 3,000 in the impressive 
time of 8:49.93. Wysocki, one of
Slaney’s staunchest critics since 
the Games, was voted the meet’s 
outstanding female athlete. -
Ireland’s Eamonn Coghlan was 
named the meet’s outstanding
male athlete after rallying in the 
closing strides to overtake
Sydney Maree and win the men’s 
mile by three-hundredths of a se­
cond in 3:52.37, the fastest time
of the indoor season. It was 
Coghlan’s 15th consecutive in­
door victory, 13 at a mile, since 
1981.
eampns store specials
10% OFF ALL NABISCO PRODUCTS
Have you tried Chewy Chips Ahoy, or Chocolate * Chocolate Chip 
Cookies? And don't forget America's favorite Ritz Crackers!
1 ^ 1  E S S I  A Full line of Biqelow and Olde Time herb and 
1 ^ ^ *  w w  ■ Spice Teas. Find your favorite today!
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Hard work lifts new 
face to top of tour
Swing change makes a difference
HONOLULU (AP) — There are 
two factors, maybe three, Mark 
O'Meara said, that have propell­
ed him to the tpp of the pack in 
pro golf.
They are “ the teaching of 
Hank Haney and my own hard 
work, ' O ’Meara said after scor­
ing a rare, second consecutive 
victory Sunday, in the Hawaiian 
Open.
And, of course, he said.
‘there s a little bit of luck in­
volved.*' '
“ Last year 1 was second five 
times. Some of those could have 
been wins.
“ This year, the luck is on my 
side.”
O ’Meara, 28, is a former na­
tional amateur champion and 
was the PGA Tour's Rookie of 
the Year in 1981. The following 
season, however, he was in a
Baseball team off 
fast todefeat alumni
The Cal Poly baseball team 
scored three runs in the first inn­
ing Sunday at San Luis Obispo 
Stadium, cruising to a 7-4 win 
over the alumni.
The Mustang offense was led 
by Monty Waltz who slapped a 
two-run double during thè' Tirst 
inning rally, with former Poly 
pitcher Mark Bersano belting a 
one-run double for the alumni.
For the past three years.
alumni Joe Zagarino has hit a 
home run. Zagarino could 
manage only a single, breaking 
his home-run streak, but keeping 
his hit streak alive.
The event was scheduled to be 
a double header on Saturday, but 
the rain forced organizers to cut 
out a game and postpone the 
game until Sunday.
The baseball team is 3-2 on the 
year. i
slump when a chance meeting 
with Haney, a teaching pro from 
Houston, occurred.
“ I'd always played by in­
stinct,'' O'Meara said. “ Then 1 
got in a slump and things were 
going wrong. 1 needed l^lp. I 
knew I needed something better. 
That's when 1 met Hank.
“ He turned my game around,"
The turnaround involved a sw­
ing change, and that involved a 
lot of work. ■ ,
“ Hank has me swinging more 
on a plane. 1 was too upright and 
that led to inconsistencies," 
-O'Meara said.
“ Now, 1 understand the swing 
much better. It helped my golf 
game and that helped my mental 
attitude.
“ You can have the best mental 
attitude in the world, but if you 
don't have the swing, the game, 
it isn't going to do you any good. 
And you can have a good swing 
and a bad attitude and that 
won't work either."
He said his swing was pattern­
ed somewhat along the lines of 
the swing of the great Ben 
Hogan. The blushing O'Meara 
quickly pointed out that he, nor 
his swing, should in any way “ be 
compared with Mr. Hogan.”
But he has had some very 
Hogan-like results in the past 1 'A 
seasons.
High seed upset 
in Players tourney
D ELR AY BEACH, Fla. (API 
— Little-known Mike Leach rode 
his booming serve and the brislP.»
swirling winds to a stunning 1-h. 
6-2 upset victory Monday over 
second-seeded Mats Wilander in
the $1.8 million Lipton Interna- 
tibnal Players Championships 
tennis tournament.
The su rpris ing trium ph 
boosted I^each, the 1982 NCAA 
singles champion, into the 
quarterfinals of this inaugural 
two-week. Grand Slam-size tour 
nament.
Wilander's Swedish Davis Cup 
teammate, Anders Jarryd, al.so 
was ousted -Monday, losing to 
llth-seeded Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia 6-1, 6-4 in
another fourth-round match. 
Jarryd was seeded fourth.
In women’s play. No. 13 An­
drea Temesvari of Hungary 
shocked third-seeded Wendy
Turnbull of Auslraliu 6-t. ti-H oi. 
the wind-swept hardcourls ai 
Laver's International -I'enni; 
Resort. advancing to the 
-quarterfinals.
Rec Sports holdi 
/A/rist wrestling
Strength will be the main issue 
on Thursday in the U.U. pla/.a. 
Students will have an opportuni­
ty to test their arm strength 
against others during a Rec 
Sports wrist wrestling tourna­
ment.
This tournament will begin at 
11 a m. and is open to both men 
and women.
There will 1» various weight 
divisions in each category, and 
prizes for - the champions, said 
Dianna Cozzi, the coordinator of 
sjjecial events.
If interested in participating. 
Cozzi said sign-ups will be taken 
until 10 a m. on Thursday in the 
Rec S p o r ts  o'! f i c e .
I Campus Clubs
3 Announcemants 
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7 Qreeknews 
9 Events
I I  Lost & Found
Circle appropriate c lassification 
13 Wanted
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17 Typing 
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21 Travel 
23 Ride Share
25 Opportunities 
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29 For Sale 
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41 Rental Housing 
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CAMPUS RATES ALL CLASSIFICATIONS 
70t per line per day for 1-3 days 
50c per line per day for 4-5 days 
40c per line per day for 6 -t- days
ADS DROPPED OFF BEFORE NOON 
WILL START 2 WORKING DAYS LATER
I I I ' I  I t .........................................................................................................................
WHEN YOU ARE USING ALL CAPITALS, STOP AT OR BEFORE-BOX 34 OTHERWISE YOU MAY CONTINUE TO THE END OF THE LINE 2 LINE MINIMUM
6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13 14 15 T e * ! ;  18 19 20 '2 1  22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29  30 31 32
Drop this ad with a check to Mustang Deity o ff at GA226 before noon, or in the Ad-drop box at U U information desk Cash payment rK>t accepted
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FRHMY, FEBRUARY 15,1985
RNtDAEROSMCE: 
OEVEIOPING THE TEOWOIOCY 
OF OUR FUTURE WITH SMŒ
Not just the space that envelopes the Earth, but space for your ideas. 
Your career growth. And finally, space for your technological dreams 
to be realized.
WESTERN DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES
W^ have space in the Research & Development environment of Ford 
Aerospace and Communications Corporation. W estern Development 
Laboratories is a respected pioneer ki microwave communications and 
is distinguished in the high technology areas o< satellite communications, 
advanced telecommunications, antennas, terrestrial communications 
and high speed information systems.
The Division Is the prime contractor for 15 INTELSAT V/VA satellites 
and Is involved with the worldwide Defense Satellite Communications 
System network.
W DL is conducting advanced R&D in electronics, digital systems and 
image processing; structural and therm al analysis; eiectrooplical im­
aging; laser applications; solar energy and battery technologies; and 
m aterials technologies. W DL is bridging the gap between dream s and 
reality with these and other innovative and creative accomplishments.
Projects tor the Western Development Laboratories Division will depend 
on a lot of talented men and womqp. People who know how to effec­
tively handle a multitude of c h a lle n ^  and take responsibility into their 
own hands.
This is whafs awaiting you at W DL in such areas as Computer Sciences. 
Electronic and M echanical Engineering. Not to mention the superb 
lifestyle of beautiful Northern California. To find out how you can gel 
invo lW l with these exciting opportunities at Ford Aerospace, visit us 
on campus, Friday, February 15,1965. To arrange an appointment, 
contact your Career Planning and Placem ent Center.
Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation 
Western Development Laboratories
An E ^ a l OppOflunity Emptoy«r M ^/H  
U S ¿ftizenship Required
Announcements
BECOME AN ‘85-86 
PEER EDUCATOR
RECRUITMENT S UNDERWAY FOR 85-86 
PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS IN 
ALCOHOL & DRUGS, NUTRITION, 
SPORTS HEALTH, FAMILY f»LANNING & 
ORAL HEALTH COME TO AN ORIEN 
TATION FOR INFO AND APPLICATIONS 
FEB 13 3:30-4:00PM 
HEALTH CENTER CONF ROOM
FEB 14 11:00-11:30AM 
HEALTH CENTER CONF ROOM 
FEB 20 7:00-7:30PM
UU216
CALLX1211 FOR INFORMATION!
Come' 10 the S B.E.S. Valentine flower 
and balloon sale. T-Th 10-2 UU Plaza
EAT YOUR HEART OUT ON VALENTINES 
DAY BUY A COOKIE FROM AHEA IN 
THE PLAZA FEB 14
Fresh Shrimp $2.00lb. Crab and fish also 
available. We deliver tree, call The 
Fisherman's Wife. 772-4959 evenings
Have midterms got you down?Now you 
can WHISTLER while you worKI!
With the Ski Club ..Spring break!
SKI CANADA WhIstlerfBlackcomb 
For more info check out our awesome 
display in Escape Rt 111 00 meet 2/14
HERE IT 1 ^
Family Ranning Educators bring you 
LOVE CAREFULLY WEEK. Stop by the 
table in the UU plaza and see the hilari­
ous CONDOM SENSE Wed Feb 13 
every Vi hour in UU 220
LET'S GET INTIMATE!!..........
Joan Cirone discusses intimacy Tues 
Feb 12 at noon in UU 216. Brought to you 
as pari of LOVE CAREFULLY WEEK
LET'S GET INTIMATE!^
Joan Cirone discussed Intimacy 
Tues. Feb 12 at noon in UU216 
Brought to you as pari of 
LOVE CAREFULLY WEEK
Marketing Panel
AMA (American Mktg. Assoc) 11:00-12:00, 
Arch 225, Tues 11; ‘ Quest Speakers from: 
LOCKHEED. R.R. DONNELLY, CARNA­
TION, ROUSE HINDS
“ m WATLAN SPRING BREAK *
Fun and Sun on the beautiful beaches of 
Mazatlan for only S0O9 For more details, 
call Mark 543-7393 or Kevin 541-6207
MIKEZOHNS
Congratulations on receiving the honor 
of becoming the Godfather of Ray Reeds 
two beautiful daughters!!
Musique^LA. 
VALENTINE’S DAY
8:00 PM CAL POLY THEATRE 
$3 IN ADVANCE FOR STUDENTS!! 
Sponsored by the 
ASI Fine Arts 
Committee
NUTRITION COUNSELORS available at 
the Health Center. M-F, 9-2 Front desk 
appr______________ ___________
OPETi HOUSF a T  th V  MuItT-CuTlural 
Center today from 11 to 4. Serving a 
variety of hors d'oeuvres, coffee & teas 
Come by and see what the center can of- 
feryou! Located in UU 217D
Pricebusters! Mongoose Mountain bike 
$320 10% off lO-speeds! 20% off bike 
parts! Bicycle tune-up special 12 95! The 
MOPED EMPORIUM 2700 Broad 541-5878
SEX IS MORE THAN JUST. YOU KNOW
Hear Fred Stultz descuss sexual com­
munication this Thursday at noon ih UU 
216 Brought to you as part of Love 
Carefully Week
‘ Social ‘ Nightclub ‘ Latin ‘ 
PROFESSIONAL DANCE INSTRUCTION 
Group.Private lessons Single, couples or 
groups welcome For more info call 528- 
8059. morn/eves (keep trying)
‘  Social ‘  Nightclub ‘  l^atin* 
PROFESSIONAL DANCE INSTRUCTION 
Group.Private La tto n i. Single, couples 
or groups welcome. For more Info call 
528-8056. momfeves (keep trying)
TIRED OF BUYING 
BEER??
Brew your own-light/dark/alcohol content 
Complete kits available 5490233
TONIGHT!
• SEARCH FOR 
. /  TRUTH
A Ne4$iCsl Poly Bible Study Nothing but 
solid Bible. YES It Is time lor YOU to 
learn more! ALL ARE WELCOME. Come 
Join us TUESDAYS. 7:00PM, U.U. 218
DONTMISSIT!
VALENTINE MESSAGES Craft Center 
AIRBRUSH A LOVE NOTE TO A FRIEND
Leave it on a 30' public sheet of paper or 
on a personal card UU Plaza 10-2pm
Western dance class Wed nights Bag- 
7:30 lnt.Adv-8 30, SLO Gym-Sanfa Rosa
AFRICAN STUDENT FORUM-in San Luis 
Lounge on Wed, Feb 13, at 7PM
B.S. ISHERE!
2 Days of Business Seminar 
Speakers. Panel Discussions & Luncheon 
Info In Business Lobby
Campus Clubs
COLLEGE REPUBLICAN Genarat Meeting 
Weds 2/l36pm Topics include conven­
tion, Lincoln Day Dinner & Washington 
Update. NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!
Cutting & Reining
HORSE CLUB
Presents horseman & riata cowboy
BILL DORRANCE
Demo Tues Feb 12 6pm Beef Pavilion. 
Open workshop Wed. Feb. 13 8am Horse 
Unit ’ 1. Admission for Tues only.
~ QUEST SPEAKER
A guest speaker will talk on the topic of 
communication skills and relationships 
with children. The (Tutorial Project) of 
student Community Services is sponsor­
ing the event. All volunteers and other In­
terested are Invited to come. Tuesday, 
8PMUUBIdng.216
Interested in wine? LilTe to learn more? 
Join the Cal Poly Wine Society. Come to 
our next meeting Thursday 2/14 at 11AM 
in Science 52-A4.
Scuba Club meeting 7:30PM Science 
North room 201 Feb 12. Come dive with 
us!!! ON OUR BOAT
SKI CLUB MEETING
Th 2/14 7:30 pm Fischer Science rm. 286 
We s gonna talk CANADA. Spr break trip 
Congrats Poly Royal Princess Teri!!
SWEETHEART'S DANCE!!!
SAT. FEB 16,1985 
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
PISMO VET'S HALL 8-1 AM!
$46 IN ADVANCE
Tickets at Student Academic services 
Sponsored by Latinos In Agriculturo.
YOUTtE THE HEASON~WE'RE HERE! For 
Bible study, prayer, fellowship meet wrih 
us Tues/Thurs 11 a.m. Ag 220 A Thurs 
7:30 p.m. AG 220 Poly Baptist Student 
Union.
Moped & Cycles
HONDA EXPRESS MOPED EXCELLENT 
CONDITION ONLY $350 549-0656
VESPA P200 Scooter. Freeway Legal, 
Fairing, must sell $900 OBO 528-2027
19b0 HONDA CB400T GREAT CONDI- 
TION $750 528-7206
‘81 YAMAHA 650 SPECIAL II 
7200 ml., lairing, manuals 
excellent mech. cond...Mlke-544-81S7
Bicycles
RED NISHIKISEBRING XLNT COND 
WITH MASTER UBAR LOCK AND BAR 
BAG $175 OR BE§T TODD 543-2795
Automobiles
1966 VW Bug. dependable, new tires A 
recent engine work $1 lOOobo, 544-7000 -
1974 Porshe 914,1.81, Alaskan Blue paint, 
xint. cond., $5.000/best offer, 543-4495. 
6-9 p.m.
'79 Mazda R-X7 This is a sharp car! 
Make me a serious offer! 546-3419.
Roommates
FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share 
room in apt near Poly. Moved in Feb 1st. 
Only $150 8 month 5496423.
FEMALE needed for Spring to share mstr 
drm in luxury condo Furnished, washer, 
dryer, dishwasher, fireplace. 543-5487.
Female needed now to share great 2- 
person apt vary near Poly. 190/mo call 
Merrilee 544-0604
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for spr qtr. 
Share room-Mustang Village 541-6924
Female roommate needed-share room in 
house very close to Poly w/wsher-dryer,
Ig yard.fireplace-utilities included! On- 
ly$135/mo-avail Spring call Kim 544-3271
Female roommate needed to share a 
room in 2 bedroom apt Walking distancet 
to Poly Pool.laundry Available now! 
$165 a month $100 deposit Call 5496183
HURR Y!’ LUXURY CONDO ONLY $180/mo 
includes ulilities Share with 3 clean 
non-smkg girls Frpic, Indry 541-8603
M/F roomate needed to share house in 
Shell Beach Private furnished room 
Share bath. yard. loft. Clean, quiet $250 ‘ 
Vi utils Robert 773-3624
Own room in house, great spot, spr qtr. 
M/F $187 50. uMs paid, 5440533
Own room for rent $200/mo Close to Po 
ly. female preferred Call 541 6828
Room for rent-opens Feb 16 $250/month 
Very nice Condo m SLO. 544 7373
Roommate needed Male l62'mo 5 m ^ 
walk to Poly. Microwave Call 549-9762
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
SPRING QTB SHARE ROOM AT KRIS 
KAR APT, MORE INFO CALL 543-3524
WANTEDOne male roommate to share 
room in nice house Close to Poly, 
fireplace, wash/dry. yard, and one fun 
black lab $225/mo Cali Tom 541-5427
Rental Housing
2 bdrm 1 bath apartment Single car 
garage, water, trash, cable T V paid, 
walking distance from campus $6(X) per 
month Farrell Smith Property Manage­
ment 543 2636
Miscellaneous
ROTTWEILER F7WKS 481 2541 AKC PET 
$5(X)
Greek News
Alpha Gamma Rho
RUSH WEEK 
FEB. 11-15
A SOCIAL PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITY 
BUILDING TOMORROWS LEADERS TO­
DAY
Employment
BEARABLE
Welcome to the ZTA family. You sure are 
a Great Little Sister 
LUVIN'IT ' ' -------
CLYDE AND TICKLER WE LOVE OUR 
EGGS! LOVE. LEGS AND SQUEALER
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW 
LITTLE SISTERS OF
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
WE RE GLAD YOU'RE IN!
LOVE THE BROTHERS AND "OLD” 
ACTIVE LITTLE SISTERS .
CONGRATS! To Kirk ‘ Spunkette”  Ellis 
and Kelly "Yogi". Baird Welcome to SAE 
life. Hope you're weekend was Great! 
Love always kids, you're BB "Spunk"
With You SAE can never be the same!
Keep laughing and being YOU
Do your very BEST! a thankful Adoption.
DELTA "iTkU
Congratulations New Actives 
Bo. Jason. Jeff. Jeff. Jim.
John. Ralph, Ron and Stewart.
Love. The Little Sister Pledges
DON'T MISS GAME NIGHT AT THETA 
CHI. BOB, QUARTERS, MEXICAN AND 
MORE. WED 8:CX), 844 UPHAM CALL 
543-9784 FOR MORE INFO
KIMI K"
■ Will You Be My
Valentine?
LAMBA CHI ALPHA 
RUSH
Thrusday Feb. 14 Rush Party 
Call 544-9913for info.
PHI KAPPA^ I ^ ’rÀTÈRnTtY 
Presents Spring Rush "85 
Come by and check us out 
Cocktail party Tue Feb. 12 8PM 
BBQ Rib dinner Wed. Feb. 136:30PM 
Thursday Night Live Thur. Feb. 14 8PM 
SLO Vets Hall 
1439 Phillips Ln. 543-9652
SAE LSOM PLEDGES 
Keep up your spirit! We are so proud! 
We ioveyou tons!
SAE Active Little Sis'
THETA CHI RUSH
WED. FEB 13GAME NIGHT 
FRI. FEB 15TOGA PARTY 
TUE FEB 19SERENADING-BONGER 
WED. FEB 20 SPAGHETTI DINNER 
THURS FEB 21 ULTIMATE BARBECUE 
MORE FUNCTIONS BY INVITATION 
844 UPHAM 543-9784 FOR MORE INFO
DELTA SIGMA PHI
SPRING ‘85 RUSH
Fab 11 General Meeting 7pm 
Feb 12 Cocktails 66pm 
(coat & tie)
Feb 15 Sportsman Party 
Feb16Bar6Q* 11:30em 
Feb 18 Dinner & Meeting ‘  6pm 
Fab 20 Smoker* 6pm 
Feb 21 Interviews 
* Rush card only event!
Get your rush card Thrusday In the UU or 
drop by the horse at 244 California. The 
brothers of Delta Sigma Phi welcome you 
to Spring '85 Rush. For more Info call 
Steve Wagner 543-9818.
To Sigma Alpha Epsilon
To The Former Epsilon Pledge Class
To all my pseudo Little Brothers
and all who helped make The Program as
rewarding as it has been.
I a ró£nud to call you my brothers, and 
.-Uai^m oud of the SAE Cal Tau Chapter 
-jt^BCKthe hard working spirit, we havá 
Ahings yet to accomplish and the time is 
upon us
^ CONGRATULATIONS
Phi Alpha Ralph
TO 4 BEER BONGING GAMMA PHI x’i'S 
We re ready to play ball any time you're 
ready THE HAZE PATROL P S What was 
Peter's last name'’
Who makes the Best Cheesecake in 
Ridgecrest’’  Oh Boy it s Heather Knutsen 
Keep dancin My Sweetikins Love Sean
Services
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! Nutritional HERB 
based program designed to 'promote 
good health Call Erm 595-2121
NEED A LIVE BAND? HOW ABOUT THE 
PATTERSONS? DANCEABLE AMERICAN 
( MUSIC FOR ANY OCCASION CALL BOB 
OR GREG FOR INFO 541-5396
“ T shirt 's ”  p a in t e r  c a p s  ‘ ‘
INK SPOT SCREEN PRINTING
POLY ROYAL SPECIAL 
No screen charge lor orders placed in 
month of Feb Up to two colors Call 
anytime 543-7991
WE'LL do  ANYTHING FOR MONEY 
(ALMOST). KEVIN OR CRAIG 546 9424
Zippers replaced. $6: repairs and hems 
Helen's Alterations 1591 Mill St, SLO, 
5446858
Opportunities
EARN A FREE SKI TRIP A $1(X) CASH 
FOR INFORMATION, CALL 714 7506861 .
Female prevel student Share free apt- 
utilities in vet hospital in exchange lor 
work experience. Call 5436985
R.A. RECRUITMENT ‘85
IF YOU‘RE INTERESTED IN BECOMING 
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF CAL 
POLY'S RESIDENCE HALLS, JOIN US AT 
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMA 
TION SESSIONS:
FEB 4th
7 pm
Yosemite Hall 
9 pm
Santa Lucia Hall
FEB 5th
7 pm
Sequoia Hall
9 pm ,
Fremont Hall
FEB 6th
7 pm 
Muir Hall 
9 pm
Sierra Madre Hall
FEB 7th
7 pm
Santa Lucia Hall 
9 pm
Sequoia Hall
FEB 12th
7 pm 
Muir Hall 
9pni
* Yosemite Hall
FEB 13th
7 pm
Sierra Madre Hall 
9 pm
TenayaHall
IF YOU'D LIKE MORE INFORMATION, 
JUST CALL x3397
Events
UNDER PRESSURE???
Learn how to reduce stress through 
organizing your life. Guest speaker 
Carole Matthews. Women In Business 
mtg Wed. Feb 13.7:00PM AG 214!
Lost & Found
Calculator found between the math and 
ag building. Call Mustang Daily at 546- 
1143. Angela
LOST-REWARD, tan jacket with very 
special watch In front pocket in reserve 
room evening of 2/5/85. Please return! No 
questions asked. Returri to lost and 
found or call 5436886.
Lost: Orange striped, Idng hair kitten, 
female, declawed In front. Dissappeared 
near Vets Hall,.Fri. Jan. 25. If found call 
5446173
R.A. RECRUITMENT ‘85
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN BECOMMING 
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF CAL 
POLY'S RESIDENCE HALLS, JOIN US AT 
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMA­
TION SESSIONS:
FEB 6th
7 pm 
Muir Hall 
9 pm
Sierra Madre Hall
FEB 7th
7 pm
Santa Lucia Hall 
9 pm
Sequoia Hall
FEB 12th
7 pm 
Muir Hall 
9 pm
Yosemite Hall
FEB 13th
7 pm
Sierra Madre Hall 
9 pm
Tenaya Hall
IF YOU’D LIKE MORE INFORMATION. 
JUST CALL X3397
■mTOR I n  E l e c t r ic  f ie ld  t h e o r y I i
(EL 401) $4 50/hr. Fluency in English reqd. 
Call Bob 5496402
Personals
KURTIS
I finally did it . . 
I Love You,
ANG
LOSE WEIGHT NOW, ASK ME HOW 
489-2500 or 4616822
Michael-1 love you for loving me justdhe 
way I dreamed it would be You've made 
me the happiest girl in the world & I 
thank God that we will always have each 
other’s love-HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
with lost of Hugs & KIsses-the future 
Mrs Cereal
Pregnant-and need help? Call A.L P H.A , 
24 hr. 541 3367 Free pregnancy test, 
counceling, finartcial aid, referrals.
To my Claudie,
You are 
so GREAT! 
Love Ya!
Love,
“the Prep”
TOOTHPICK, Please be my Valentine!
I love and need you' Oh, happy pew 
year Always yours. SHORTY
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL 
FLOWERS ARRANGED IN KEEPSAKE 
VALENTINE MUG W/HELIUM FILLED 
MYLAR BALLOON-$8.SO. Free delivery- 
Poly Plant $ Floral. 546-1106
VUARNETS- RaY b a n S- BUCCIS and 
SUNCLOUDS at discount prices Sea you 
at The Sea Barn, Avila Beach
WHY I LEFT THE MORMON CHURCH
A 24 HOUR MESSAGE
544-7620
REWARD
M E. 327notes left in 
reserve room Jan. 30 
belong to Michael Grim 
absolutely irreplacable 
Please call Shirin at 5446585 
or turn in at library lost/found
Wanted
FOR CAL POLY STUDENTS: HAVE FUN 
WORKING PART TIME & MAKING MORE 
DOLLARS THAN PEOPLE WORKING 
FULLTIME CALL 489-2500.
3 Cats need home-visiting Prof, can’t 
keep in apt-will pay $50-a-month plus 
food. Call Stan 543-3159 or 2842 (days).
For Sale
BED FULL SIZE MATTRESS-BOX SPR 
INGS 54X75 COMFORT $50 772 2344
Bookcases 6 white laquer 31 '/>"X80 "X12" 
Avitar great condition $70 ea 772-2344
DISKS!!! 3'/>" Opus, box of ten plus flip 
and file $31. Low prices on 5% " ribbons, 
paper and other supplies. Leave message 
for NERCAR ENT at 541-3132 8am-7pm. 
Delivery availabie on campus.
Files-2-Two Drawer Standard Office Grey 
$35 ea Table Tops-3 $35 ea 772-2344
Fuji 12spd Men's 26Vt" pump, racks, 
toecips. water, lock&light $250 772-2344
Half-price sale through Feb 15 Old Mis­
sion School Thrift Shop 2050 Parker St., 
SLO across from Williams Bros . iower 
Higuera, M-F 9-4 closed 2/11.
Half-price sale through Feb 15. Old Mis­
sion School Thrift Shop. 2050 Parker St., 
SLO, across from Williams Bros . iower 
Higuera. M-F 9-4 Closed 2/11
HP-12C and problem solving quide, never 
been used. Best offer under $80. Cail 
549-9762Ask for Mike
Good-bye Euniss-I'm going to miss you in 
Shastatown. Your a fantastic wo'man-wlll 
always be special to me. Ya all come 
back&see me-your beloved roommate 
Laura PS:Send fresh bakery goods.
H/^^22nTB^^DAY7GiRtrE¥rAR!
The kid in Kingsburg Is thinking about 
you. Tonight's going to be too hip!
Love Ya Mucho! Your Huggy Bear
HEY WORLD!
IT'S GINGER WOLCOTT'S BIRTHDAY!! 
GIVE HER A SMILE FROM WHAISNAME
Hi’ ^
IBM PC NEW IN BOX $1750 466-4198 
LEAVE PHONE NUMBER.
PRINCE PRO tennis racket size 4 5, 1 qtr 
old. Paid $85asking $45. Call 546-3013
Queen size water bed w/sheets $100/BO 
Desk w/book shelf $25/BO John 544-7373
SCHWINN VARSITY 10SPD GD COND 
$50. GARMONT SKI BOOTS SZ 9 ’/ i USED 
TWICE $35ft)0, NEW BINKSSPRAYGUN 
W/CUP (DRIPLESS) BRAD 5436701
Two new left and right Acente sleeping 
bags, extra large, rated 10 degrees.$175 
pair 541-3051
“ IIWINDSURFER!!
83 F2 COMET 10ft 6in 64 6 0SQM SAIL 
$675 MAKE OFFER 5496233 STEVE
12" B&W T V Good shape Must sell Call 
Ken 541-3349 $40 orB.O.
3 PORTABLE TYPE’’w RITERS 2 SMITH- 
CORONAS 1 ROYAL XLNT COND WITH 
CASES REASONABLE 772 1014 P M
Typing
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL 
BONNIE, 543652a EVENINGS. WKENOS
Professional typing at reasonable rates 
Call Sandy 544.3376. Alter 6pm
Professional typing. I proofread S correct 
spelling Becky. 544-2640
R&R TYPING(Rona). by app t, 9am6pm 
Mon -Sat, memory typewriters. 544-2591
R&R TYPING(Rona), by app t, 9am 6pm 
Mon Sat , memory typewriters. 544 259'
REASONABLE RAETZ TYPING SERVICE 
Ca l l  n a n c y  543 3774 evenmgs'wkend
RELAX! Let us do your typing on cam­
pus Pickup S delivery Sally 773-5854 
Susan 481 4421
THE SCRIBE SHOP 4616458 Word Pro- 
cMsing. typing Campus delivery
TYPING & EDITING by Vickie Kelly 
Senior Proiects, etc 5436729.489-9147
TYPING TO YOUR SATISFACTION 
HELEN 543-4277 NEAR CAMPUS
Typing-fast. Accurate and reasoruible 
Call Diane 528-4059 eves op-campus del
Typing BY Jgdith Will ptck up & deliver 
on campus 4666610 afternoons & eves
Winter is here again and so am I For 
your typing please call Susifi 528 7805.
Travel
Free Euro-tour info ! Rush $1 00 (post & 
hand) Box ) 103E. Fairfax. CA 94930
